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Viscovery successfully expands data mining business to life scienses
[News — Viscovery] Vienna, Austria, 04 April 2012 —
Data mining-specialist Viscovery Software GmbH continues to develop its data-mining business in
the life science branch. In collaboration with mother company Biomax Informatics AG, Viscovery is
contributing to the establishment of a new data center for CIRO+ in the Netherlands by providing
data mining software and consulting. This is the first integrated patient-centric knowledge
management system for patient stratification and targeted therapy in chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease (COPD).
"The CIRO+ Data Center allows, for the first time, to better understand patient outcome based on
systematic pre- and post-assessment data of more than 3,000 patients over the past 6 years with
up to 6,000 clinical data points captured for each patient. The impact of being able to exploit
clinical knowledge effectively using state-of-the-art technology cannot be overestimated. This
applies to both improved patient care and better management of treatment costs”, as Prof.
Wouters, Chairman Board of Directors CIRO+, explained at the announcement of the CIRO+ Data
Center launch.
In addition to this project, the Viscovery data-mining approach using SOM methodology is
supporting medical research with identification of possible candidates for biomarkers by allowing
clinical data to be examined and clustered with genetic data. Recently, projects in drug efficacy as
well as the classification of clinical data to distinguish responsive and unresponsive patients have
been successfully completed.
The international Cancermotisys research project (www.cancermotisys.eu), examining the specific
effects of stomach cancer drugs, is in its third year and close to completion. Viscovery has been
involved in examining the relationship between cancer cell motility and genetic expression data.

About CIRO+
CIRO+ (Horn, Netherlands), is an international center of excellence for the diagnosis and treatment of people
with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD). More information about CIRO+ is available at www.cirohorn.nl.
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About Viscovery
Viscovery Software GmbH, one of the first data mining companies in Europe, is a leading vendor of
predictive analytics. The Viscovery® Suite offers unique, patented technology for explorative analysis and
statistical modeling of complex data. The Viscovery team provides comprehensive expertise and years of
experience leading projects in customer analytics, customer segmentation and scoring, as well as text
mining applications, gene-expression data analysis and industrial process optimization. Online demos for
several applications, including an analysis of website visits (www.viscovery.net/demos/click-stream-analysis),
are available at the company website.
Viscovery software has been used successfully by numerous customers worldwide in the fields of banking,
insurance, telecommunication, industry, media and retail, as well as at research organizations and
universities. Viscovery is the only continental European data-mining provider listed in Gartner's last "Magic
Quadrant for Customer Data-Mining Applications." Since September 2007, Viscovery has been a company in
the Biomax Group. More information about Viscovery is available at www.viscovery.net.
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